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TABLE SAW HARVEY HW110SE-50 - 50″ (1270MM)

€2 .990,00 (excl. VAT)

Harvey HW110E table saws have already proven to be one of the highest quality saw tables around the
world with more than 30,000 satisfied customers. The table saws are equipped with state-of-art design
and engineering, heavy-duty chassis and powerful drive system. Radiant looks and finish, exceptional

accuracy and stability, smooth operation and user-friendly features. This series includes a classic 3PK left-
tilting table saw with advanced splitting wedge changing system or a 5.5PK heavy duty dovetail housing
table saw for industrial cuts. All these models are designed for use with Dado blading (adjustable groove

saw blades for, among other things, cutting grooves).

SKU: N/A
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description Voltage Price

HAR-VQHW110SE-50T 5,5HP 3 x 400V €2 .990,00 (excl. VAT)

HAR-VQHW110SE-50S 3HP 230 V €2 .990,00 (excl. VAT)

GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN
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Harvey HW110E table saws have already proven to be one of the highest quality saw tables around the world
with more than 30,000 satisfied customers. The table saws are equipped with state-of-art design and

engineering, heavy-duty chassis and powerful drive system. Radiant looks and finish, exceptional accuracy and
stability, smooth operation and user-friendly features. This series includes a classic 3PK left-tilting table saw

with advanced splitting wedge changing system or a 5.5PK heavy duty dovetail housing table saw for industrial
cuts. All these models are designed for use with Dado blading (adjustable groove saw blades for, among other

things, cutting grooves).

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Precision-cut cast iron worktable
Powerful 4KW/5.5PK TEFC engine

Spacer for maximum safety
Quick change of spacer and extractor hood

Magnetic safety switch with thermal protection
Miter gauge with high stop and flip stop

Standard provided for placement of dado grooving set
High quality rip fence for high accuracy and reliability

Industrial powerful belt drive Poly-belt
Precision T-slots left and right along the saw blade

Suitable for mounting dado groove saw blades
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DESCRIPTION

Harvey HW110E table saws have already proven to be one of the highest quality saw tables around the world
with more than 30,000 satisfied customers. The table saws are equipped with state-of-art design and

engineering, heavy-duty chassis and powerful drive system. Radiant looks and finish, exceptional accuracy and
stability, smooth operation and user-friendly features. This series includes a classic 3PK left-tilting table saw

with advanced splitting wedge changing system or a 5.5PK heavy duty dovetail housing table saw for industrial
cuts. All these models are designed for use with Dado blading (adjustable groove saw blades for, among other

things, cutting grooves).

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 240 kg

Voltage 230 V, 3 x 400V

Motor 3 HP, 5.5 HP

Diameter sawblade 250mm

Cutting depth 45° 50mm

Cutting depth 90 ° 70mm

Saw blade speed 4150

Max. width DADO 15mm

Dust collection port 100 mm

Max. width left saw blade 305 mm

Max. width right saw blade 1270 mm

T-slots 2
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Working height 860mm

Worktable 508 x 685mm


